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A Study on Algorithms for Finding Correct XPath
Queries
Abstract
If a query written by a user does not return a desirable answer, then the user
have to correct the query. In such cases, a method for helping users to write
correct queries is much useful. For relational databases (RDBs), methods for
helping users to write correct SQL queries have been proposed. On the other hand,
Extensible Markup Language (XML) essentially has a much more complex data
structure than RDB. Thus, helping users to write correct queries is a much more
dicult problem, and very few eective methods for dealing with the problem
have been proposed so far.
In order to help users to write correct queries, information about correct data
structures is required. There are two possible approaches to obtain such infor-
mation: (1) gathering structural information from data and (2) referring schema
information instead of data. However, the former approach has some drawbacks.
First, it is sometimes impossible to access some or entire part of data due to pri-
vacy and/or security reasons. Second, the size of data is extremely larger than
that of schema, and large data is hard to be processed in environments with small
resources. In such situations, it is useful to help users to write correct queries by
using schema rather than data. Therefore, this dissertation focuses on the latter
approach and considers correcting queries by using the structural information of
schema. Assuming this approach, there are two possibilities to help users to write
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correct queries. One is to help users while writing a query (e.g., completing el-
ement names), the other is to help users after a query is written. These are not
incompatible to each other, and we can use both of them together. In particular,
the latter is much useful if a user writes a query but the query returns undesirable
results, or a correct query becomes invalid due to schema updates. This disserta-
tion focuses on the latter and considers correcting XPath queries written by users.
Problems of analyzing the behavior of queries over schema without referring
data are called static analysis, and the problem considered in this dissertation is a
kind of static analysis problem. It is known that XML static analysis problems are
intractable in many cases. For example, the XPath satisfiability problem is one of
the most popular XML static analysis problem. This problem is shown to be unde-
cidable in general case, and remains NP-hard even if only child and descendant-or-
self axes are allowed. The XPath containment problem is another popular XML
static analysis problem, and it is also shown that the problem is undecidable in
general case. It is not clear whether the XPath query correction problem consid-
ered in this dissertation can be solved eciently or not, and careful considera-
tions are required to investigate the nature of the problem in terms of algorithm
and computational complexity. Therefore, this dissertation aims at clarifying the
boundaries between the tractability and the intractability of the XPath query cor-
rection problem, in terms of the restrictions on schemas and XPath queries.
The main contribution of this dissertation are the following.
1. A formal definition of edit operations to XPath query is presented for the
first time. Two classes of edit operations, core and extended, are defined.
These enable formal discussions about complexities and algorithms for cor-
recting XPath queries. Besides this, two XPath fragments simple and XP are
given in order to investigate the complexity of the XPath query correction
problem. As stated later, these two factors surely aects the complexity of
the problem. In particular, the XPath query correction problem is shown to
be intractable if the extended edit operations are allowed.
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2. Algorithms for solving the XPath query correction problem are presented,
assuming that only the core edit operations are available. It is shown that
the algorithms run eciently for simple XPath queries. Moreover, sucient
conditions under which the algorithms run eciently for queries in XP are
identified.
Edit operation is the key to formalize the XPath query correction problem and
also aects the complexity of the XPath query correction problem. In Chapter 4,
six edit operations to XPath queries are proposed: (1) axis substitution, (2) label
substitution, (3) location step insertion, (4) location step deletion, (5) location step
exchange, and (6) predicate exchange. Above (1) to (4) are called core edit oper-
ations and (5) and (6) are called extended edit operations. The six edit operations
are complete in the sense that any XPath query can be transformed into another
arbitrary XPath query by using these edit operations, and the completeness still
holds for the core edit operations. The other major factor of the complexity of the
problem is XPath fragment. In this dissertation, two XPath fragments simple and
XP are presented. In short, XP is the set of XPath queries using child, descendant-
or-self, following-sibling, preceding-sibling, and attribute axes. In particular, a
query q in XP is simple if q uses neither predicate nor attribute axes. Based on
these definitions, the XPath query correction problem is defined to find, for an
XPath query q and a DTD D, the query that is syntactically closest (i.e., having
the least edit distance) to q. By reducing the directed Hamiltonian path problem
to the XPath query correction problem, it is shown that if extended edit operations
are allowed, then the problem becomes NP-hard even for simple XPath queries. It
is also shown that if predicate exchange and label substitution are allowed at the
same time, the problem is NP-hard even if each predicate of an XPath query is a
simple location step having no predicate, which corresponds to a subclass of XP.
On the other hand, by using the algorithms presented below, it is shown that if
only core edit operations are allowed, then the problem is tractable in many cases
even if queries in XP are allowed.
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Since there may be more than one correct XPath query syntactically close to
a query q, it is desirable for users to be able to choose a preferable query from
queries obtained by correcting q. Therefore, the main algorithm proposed in this
dissertation is designed for finding top-K queries syntactically close to a query q
under a DTD D. However, even if the set of edit operations to queries is restricted
to core, it is not clear if top-K queries syntactically close to q under D can be
obtained eciently. To cope with this problem, the algorithm proposed in this
dissertation takes the following approach: (1) compute the set of valid queries
obtained by correcting q, then (2) select top-K queries close to q among the valid
queries. To model the set of valid queries in (1) that enables ecient computations
of top-K queries, a novel graph called xd-graph is proposed. The most important
point of xd-graph is that valid queries obtained by correcting q are mapped to paths
from the start node to the accepting node. Another important point is that, for any
path p from the start node to the accepting node, the cost of p represents the cost
of correcting the input query to the valid query represented by p. Therefore, once
an xd-graph is obtained, it suces to solve the K shortest paths problem over the
xd-graph to obtain top-K valid queries syntactically close to q. Based on this idea,
in Chapter 6 an algorithm for finding top-K queries that runs in polynomial time
for simple XPath queries is proposed. As for queries in XP, it is shown that the
algorithm runs in polynomial time if the nest level of a predicate is bounded by
a constant. It is also shown that the algorithm can eciently find top-K queries
under a real-world DTD by pruning unnecessary nodes and edges of an xd-graph
appropriately.
Regular tree grammar is strictly more expressive than DTD and is used to
model major powerful schema languages such asW3CXML Schema and RELAX
NG. The above proposed algorithm is extended in order to handle such powerful
schemas. The main dierence between DTD and regular tree grammar is that
the former assigns exactly one type to one element name while the latter is able to
assign more than one type to one element name. In Chapter 7, a novel graph called
xxg-graph is introduced by extending the definition of xd-graph to cope with this
property inherent to regular tree grammar. Based on this xg-graph, an algorithm
for finding, for an XPath query q and a regular tree grammar G, top-K queries
syntactically close to q under G is presented. Then it is shown that the algorithm
runs as ecient as the previous algorithm designed for DTD, despite the fact that
regular tree grammar is strictly more expressive than DTD.
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The more complex the data structure becomes, the more dicult it is to write “cor-
rect” queries. For relational databases (RDBs), a number of methods for helping
users to write correct SQL queries have been proposed (e.g., [76, 63, 36, 19]). On
the other hand, Extensible Markup Language (XML) essentially has a much more
complex data structure than RDB, but very few studies on helping users to write
correct queries for XML have been made so far.
In order to help users to write correct queries, we need information about cor-
rect data structures. There are two possible approaches to obtain such information:
(1) gathering structural information from data and (2) referring schema informa-
tion instead of data. However, the former approach has some drawbacks. First, it
is sometimes impossible to access some or entire part of data due to privacy and/or
security reasons. Second, the size of data is extremely larger than that of schema,
and large data is hard to be processed in environments with small resources. In
such situations, it is useful to help users to write correct queries by using schema
rather than data. Therefore, this dissertation focuses on the latter approach and
considers correcting queries by using the structural information of schema.
In general, there are two approaches to help users to write correct queries.
One is to help users while writing a query (e.g., suggesting some keywords or
subexpressions), the other is to help users after a query is written (e.g., correcting
1
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a query that returns undesirable results). These approaches are not incompatible to
each other, and we can use both of them together. In particular, the latter approach
is much useful if a user writes a query but the query returns undesirable results, or
a correct query becomes invalid due to schema updates. This dissertation focuses
on the latter approach and considers correcting XPath queries written by users.
Problems of analyzing the behavior of query over schema without referring
data are called static analysis, and the problem considered in this dissertation is a
kind of static analysis problem. It is known that XML static analysis problems are
intractable in many cases. For example, the XPath satisfiability problem, which
is the most popular XML static analysis problem, is shown to be undecidable in
general case, and remains NP-hard even if only child and descendant-or-self axes
are allowed [11]. The XPath containment problem is another popular XML static
analysis problem, which is shown to be undecidable [52]. The XML type checking
problem is also a popular XML static analysis problem. Again it is shown that
the problem is undecidable [1, 2] and remains intractable even if a number of
restrictions are imposed on schemas and queries [44, 45]. Thus, whether the query
correction problem considered in this dissertation can be solved eciently or not
is not clear, and careful considerations are required to investigate the nature of
the problem in terms of computational complexity. Therefore, this dissertation
aims at clarifying the boundaries between the tractability and the intractability of
the XPath query correction problem, in terms of the restrictions on schemas and
XPath queries.
The problem addressed in this dissertation is described as follows:
Input: A DTD D, a query q, and a positive integer K.
Problem: top-K XPath queries syntactically close to q among the XPath queries
valid against the schema
As a brief example of the problem, let us consider the following simple DTD
D as a schema.
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<!ELEMENT site (people)>
<!ELEMENT people (person)*>




<!ATTLIST person id ID #REQUIRED>
Suppose that a user wants name element of the person whose id is “123” and that
he/she tries to use an XPath query
q = /person[@id = "123"]/nama;
which is not valid against D. Our algorithm finds XPath queries “syntactically
close” to q based on the edit distance between XPath queries, proposed in this dis-
sertation. In this example, our algorithm lists the following top-K XPath queries
syntactically close to q (assuming that K = 3). Each XPath query q0 is followed
by the edit distance between q and q0, assuming that the cost of relabeling l with
l0 is the normalized string edit distance between l and l0 [47].
1. //person[@id = "123"]/name (0.75)
2. //people/person[@id = "123"]/name (1.75)
3. /site/people/person[@id = "123"]/name (2.25)
As above, by the algorithm the user can obtain top-K correct XPath queries syn-
tactically close to q without modifying q by hand even if he/she does not know
the exact structure of D. Although the above DTD D is very small, schemas used
in practice are larger and more complex [15]. In such a situation, a user tends
not to understand the entire structure of a schemas exactly, and thus our algo-
rithm is helpful for writing correct XPath queries on such schemas. Moreover,
since the algorithm is based on the edit distance between XPath queries, we can
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change the cost of an edit operation, if necessary. For example, if a user wants
“concise” XPath queries that prefers descendant-or-self axes to child axes wher-
ever possible, it suces to decrease the costs of deleting child axis and inserting
descendant-or-self axis.
The main contributions of this dissertation are the following threefold.
1. The notion of correcting XPath query has not been formalized so far. In this
dissertation, a formal definition of edit operations to XPath query is pre-
sented for the first time. This enables formal discussions about complexities
and algorithms for correcting XPath queries. The edit operations has two
classes called “core” and “extended”, which aect the (in)tractability of the
XPath query correction problem.
2. Two XPath fragments “simple” and “XP” are given in order to investigate
the complexity of the XPath query correction problem. Here, XP is the set of
XPath queries using child, descendant-or-self, following-sibling, preceding-
sibling, and attribute axes. In particular, a query q is simple if q 2 XP and
q uses neither predicate nor attribute axes. It is shown that if core and ex-
tended edit operations are allowed, then the XPath query correction problem
becomes intractable even for simple XPath queries. On the other hand, it is
shown that if only core extended edit operations are allowed, then the XPath
query correction problem can be solved eciently in many cases.
3. Algorithms for solving the XPath query correction problem are presented,
assuming that only the core edit operations are available. It is shown that
the algorithms run eciently for simple XPath queries. Also, sucient
conditions under which the algorithms run eciently for queries in XP are
identified.
An overview of our main algorithm is as follows. Let q be an XPath query
and D be a DTD. To obtain top-K queries syntactically close to q under D, we
first compute the set of valid queries obtained by correcting q, then select top-K
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queries close to q among the valid queries. To obtain such a set of valid queries,
we construct a graph called “xd-graph” (Fig. 1.1). The important point of xd-
graph is that valid queries obtained by correcting q are mapped to paths from the
start node to the accepting node. For example, consider the XPath query q and the
xd-graph in Fig. 1.1. The path n0 ! a0 ! d1 ! c2 on the xd-graph represents
a valid query = #:: a= #:: d= #:: c, which is obtained by inserting = #:: a to q
and substituting the label of the first location step #:: e with d. Similarly, the
other paths from the start node n0 to the accepting node c2 represent valid queries
obtained by correcting q. Another important point is that, for any path p from the
start node to the accepting node, the cost of p represents the cost of correcting
the input query to the valid query represented by p. Therefore, once an xd-graph
is obtained, it suces to solve the K shortest paths problem over the xd-graph
to obtain top-K valid queries syntactically close to q. It is also shown that the
algorithm can eciently find top-K queries under a real-world DTD by pruning
unnecessary nodes and edges of an xd-graph appropriately.
This dissertation considers regular tree grammar as well as DTD. Regular tree
grammar is strictly more expressive than DTD, and is used to model major pow-
erful schema languages such as W3C XML Schema and RELAX NG. The above
proposed algorithm is extended in order to handle such powerful schemas. The
main dierence between DTD and regular tree grammar is that the former assigns
exactly one type to one element name while the latter is able to assign more than
one type to one element name. In Chapter 7, a novel graph called xg-graph is
introduced by extending the definition of xd-graph to cope with this property in-
herent to regular tree grammar. Based on this xg-graph, an algorithm for finding,
for an XPath query q and a regular tree grammar G, top-K queries syntactically
close to q under G is presented. Then it is shown that the algorithm runs as e-
cient as the previous algorithm designed for DTD, regular tree grammar is strictly
more expressive than DTD nonetheless.
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Dissertation Organization
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 shows related works
and position of this dissertation. Chapter 3 gives some preliminary definitions of
XPath and DTD. Chapter 4 defines edit operations to XPath queries and considers
the complexity of the problem and shows that finding top-K valid XPath queries is
NP-hard if extended edit operations are allowed. Chapter 5 introduces xd-graph,
which forms the basis of our algorithm. Chapter 6 gives algorithms for finding top-
K valid XPath queries under DTDs, assuming that only core edit operations are
allowed. Chapter 7 extends the algorithms to use regular tree grammar as a schema
instead of DTD. Chapter 8 shows some experimental results. Chapter 9 discusses
the results of this dissertation and some future works. Chapter 10 summarizes this
dissertation.




























q = /  ::e/  ::c
/  ::a/  ::d/  ::cThis path represents valid query 
(invalid query)
/  ::a/  ::b/  ::cThis path represents valid query 
Figure 1.1: Overview of our algorithm
Chapter 2
Related Works
2.1 Edit Operation to Various Data Structure
Correcting XPath queries in this dissertation are essentially based on edit opera-
tions to XPath queries. Edit operation was firstly proposed in terms of strings by
Levenshtein [40]. This consists of
 insertion of a symbol,
 deletion of a symbol, and
 substitution of a symbol for another symbol.
These have widely been accepted as the basis of edit operations. Then some ex-
tensions were proposed, e.g., transposition of two adjacent character, merge, and
split [74, 60]. Alignment is a notion similar to edit distance, which is widely used
to compare DNA sequences [62, 75, 22, 29, 12].
The notion of edit operation is also extended to handle other data structures
that are more complex than string. In particular, tree is the most popular data
structure to which edit operations are applied. The basic edit operations to trees
consist of insertion of a node, deletion of a node, and relabeling of a node. Unlike
string, a tree is either unordered or ordered, and thus we have two kinds of tree
8
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edit distance problem: the unordered tree edit distance problem and the ordered
tree edit distance problem. Whether a tree is ordered or not significantly aects
the complexity of the problem. Actually, the former problem is shown to be NP-
hard [86]. Moreover, the problem is shown to be MAXSNP-hard [9], and thus it
is unlikely that there exists an ecient approximation algorithm for solving the
problem. On the other hand, the latter problem is fortunately tractable. An al-
gorithm for solving the problem was firstly introduced by Tai [70], then Zhang
and Shasha proposes a new algorithm to the problem [85]. However, these al-
gorithms run in O(n4) in the worst case. Recently, Demaine et al. reduced the
upper bound complexity of the problem, in which their algorithm run in O(n3)
time [17]. Pawlik proposed another O(n3) algorithm [55]. Besides string and tree,
edit operations are also defined in terms of other data structures. For example, edit
operations to graphs are used in order to measure the structural distance between
two graphs [25]. In [65, 66] edit operations between a schema and an XML doc-
ument are proposed, which are used to correct invalid XML documents into valid
ones. Edit operations between two schemas are also proposed [30, 38, 39]. These
edit operations are used to detect changes between old and new schemas.
2.2 XPath Satisfiability and Related Problems
The notion close to the syntactical validity of XPath in this dissertation is XPath
satisfiability. Here, the XPath satisfiability problem is to decide, for a DTD D
and an XPath query q, whether there exists an XML document d valid against D
such that the answer of q on d is not empty. The main dierence between the
two notions is that the XPath satisfiability uses a more strict condition than the
syntactical validity of XPath, and thus the XPath satisfiability problem has higher
complexity than the syntactical validity of XPath.
In fact, assuming that no restriction is imposed on DTDs, the XPath satisfi-
ability problem is shown to be NP-hard even if an XPath query uses only child
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and descendant-or-self axes [10, 11]. Moreover, the problem remains intractable
even under fixed DTDs [67]. Due to this situation, a number of studies on ex-
ploring subclasses of DTD under which the satisfiability problem is tractable have
been made. For example, Ref. [27] considers the problem under non-recursive
DTDs. However, non-recursiveness does not broaden the tractable class of XPath.
On the other hand, Ref. [49] considers the problem under disjunction-free DTD,
and shows that under disjunction-free DTDs the satisfiability problem becomes
tractable for some XPath fragments. However, alternation ‘|’ cannot be used
under disjunction-free DTDs, which means that disjunction-freeness is too re-
strictive from a practical point of view. Besides these restricted DTDs, more
practical subclasses of DTD have been proposed. It is shown that the problem
becomes tractable under duplicate-free DTDs (i.e., DTDs in which no content
model contains two occurrences of the same label) for XPath queries using only
child and descendant-or-self axes [68, 69]. Moreover, disjunction-capsuled DTD
(DC-DTD) and its extensions have been proposed. Here, a DTD is disjunction-
capsuled if each alternation ‘|’ is enclosed by ‘*’ or ‘+’. Under these DTDs, the
satisfiability problem is tractable if only child and descendant-or-self axes are al-
lowed [32, 31, 33, 34]. Moreover, it is shown that most of real-world DTDs are
categorized into DC-DTD and its extensions [34, 64].
Ref. [28] takes an approach dierent to the above studies. The study propose
a system for solving the satisfiability problem by transforming a DTD and an
XPath query into MSO-logic formulas and then solving the problem with decision
procedures for MSO-logic formulas. This approach does not require restricting
DTDs but requires exponential time in the worst case.
Another popular XML static analysis problem related to XPath is the XPath
query containment problem [61]. For XPath queries p and q, q contains p if
it holds that whenever a document d matches p d also matches q. It is shown
that the XPath query containment problem is undecidable in general case [52],
and remains coNP-hard in several restricted cases [78]. The XPath equivalence
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problem is a problem similar to above, which is to decide whether given two
XPath queries always return the same result. This problem is also shown to be
intractable [48].
2.3 XML Query Correction and Related Studies
Currently, XML is widely used to represent various kind of data, and XPath [81]
is the most popular query language for XML. Moreover, XPath is contained in
transformation languages such as XSLT [83] and XQuery [82]. In such languages,
XPath expressions are used to select elements to be transformed.
The ordinary XPath processors [37, 8] only verify the syntax of an inputs
XPath expression according to the XPath specification. However, such XPath pro-
cessors do not check the validity of an input XPath query in terms of a schema. On
the other hand, our algorithm corrects an XPath expression that is invalid against
a schema even though syntactically valid.
Although a number of studies on XPath have been made so far, studies on
correcting XPath queries are unexpectedly not many. Ref. [16, 13] proposes an
algorithm that finds valid tree pattern queries most syntactically close to an in-
put query. Their algorithm and ours are incomparable due to the underlying data
models; in their data model a tree is unordered and a schema and a query are
represented by a DAG, while we use DTD and regular tree grammar as schema
(recursion is supported) and a tree is ordered. Since in our data model a schema
allows cycles and a query allows sibling axes (!+,  +), their algorithm cannot
be applied to our data model. Note that Choi investigated 60 DTDs and 35 of the
DTDs are recursive [15], which suggests that it is meaningful to support recursive
schemas. Besides this, the major limitation of their algorithm is that their algo-
rithm outputs a DAG even if an input query is restricted to be a tree. Therefore,
their algorithm cannot be directly applied to XPath query correction.
Besides query correction, several related but dierent approaches have been
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studied for XML; query expansion, inexact queries, interaction, keyword search,
minimizing query, etc. Ref. [58] proposes the node insertion operation that is
also proposed in this dissertation. Ref. [57] takes a query expansion approach
instead of correcting queries. Refs. [5, 6, 21, 20] deal with a top-K query evalu-
ation for XML documents to derive inexact answers, i.e., evaluating a “relaxed”
version of the input query, if it is unsatisfiable. Inexact querying is also studied
in Refs. [42, 43], in which a user can write an XQuery query without specifying
exact connections between elements. Ref. [50] proposes an interactive system
for generating XQuery queries in which an XPath query is interactively created
by an algorithm based on the interactive learning algorithm for regular expres-
sion [7]. There has been a number of studies on XML keyword search (e.g.,
[84, 41, 14, 71, 53, 72]), which are especially suitable for users that are not famil-
iar with XML query languages. Refs. [4, 77, 56, 23] proposes minimizing XPath
Queries for optimizing a query more eciently but maintain outputs. Several
XML editors (e.g., XMLSpy [3]) support auto-complete for XPath query editing,
but they do not support listing K correct XPath queries.
Chapter 3
Preliminaries
In this chapter, we give some definitions related to XPath and DTD.
Let e be a set of labels (element names) and a be a set of attribute names
with e \ a = ;. A DTD is a triple D = (d; ; s), where d is a mapping from e
to the set of regular expressions over e,  is a mapping from e to 2a , and s 2 e
is the start label. For example, the DTD in Chapter 1 is represented by a triple
(d; ; site), where
d(site) = people;
d(people) = person;
d(person) = (name; emailaddress; phone?);
d(name) = ;
(name) = fidg;
(e) = ; for any element e 2 enfnameg:
By L(d(a)) we mean the language of d(a). For labels b; c, if there is a string
str 2 L(d(a)) such that str[i] = c and str[ j] = b with i < j (i > j), then we say
that b can be right (resp., left) to c in d(a), where str[i] denotes the ith character
of str. For example, e can be right to c in d(a) = c( f je).
13
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Table 3.1: Syntax of XP
XP ::= “/” RelativePath j “/” RelativePath “@” Attribute
RelativePath ::= LocationStep j LocationStep “/” RelativePath
LocationStep ::= Axis “::” Label j Axis “::” Label Predicate
Axis ::= “#” j “#” j “!+” j “ +”
Label ::= (any label in e)
Attribute ::= (any label in a)
Predicate ::= “[” Exp “]”
Exp ::= PredPath j PredPath Op Value
PredPath ::= RelativePath j “@” Attribute j RelativePath “@” Attribute
Op ::= “=” j “<” j “>” j “=<”j “=>”
Value ::= ‘”’ (any string other than ‘”’) ‘”’
For a DTD D = (d; ; s) and labels a; b 2 e, b is reachable from a in D if
 a = b or b appears in d(a), or
 for some label a0, a0 is reachable from a and b appears in d(a0).
In the following, we assume that any label in a DTD is reachable from the start
label of the DTD.
In this dissertation, we use XPath queries using child (#), descendant-or-self
(#), following-sibling (!+), preceding-sibling ( +), and attribute (@) axes. The
set of such XPath queries is denoted XP. Formally, XP is the set of XPath queries
defined in Table 3.1. Thus, an XPath query (query for short) q in XP can be
denoted
=ax[1] :: l[1][exp[1]]=    =ax[m] :: l[m][exp[m]]; (3.1)
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where
ax[i] 2 Axis;
l[i] 2 e(1  i  m   1);
exp[i] 2 Exp(1  i  m);
ax[m] 2 Axis [ f@g;
l[m] 2
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
a if ax[m] = @;
e otherwise:
If the ith location step has no predicate, then we write exp[i] = . Although XP
supports no upward axes, this usually gives little problem since the majority of
XPath queries uses only downward axes[35].
Let q be a query in (3.1). For indexes i; j such that ax[i] 2 f#; #g and that
ax[i + 1];    ; ax[ j] 2 f!+; +g, we say that l is the parent label of l[ j] in q if
 ax[i] =# and l = l[i   1], or
 ax[i] =#, l is reachable from l[i   1], and l[i] appears in d(l).
For example, if q = = #:: a= #:: b=!+:: c= +:: d, then a is the parent label of
b; c; d in q.
Let D = (d; ; s) be a DTD. Then q is (syntactically) valid against D if the
following conditions hold.
 ax[1] = # and l[1] = s, or, ax[1] = # and l[1] 2 e
 The following condition holds for every 2  i  m
– ax[i] = # and l[i] appears in d(l[i   1]),
– ax[i] = # and l[i] is reachable from l[i   1] in D,
– ax[i] = !+ and l[i] can be right to l[i 1] in d(l), where l is the parent
label of l[i] (the case where ax[i] =  + is defined similarly), or
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– ax[i] = @, i = m, and l[i] 2 (l[i   1]).
 For every 1  i  m with exp[i] , , query =#:: l[i]=exp[i] is valid against
DTD (d; ; l[i]).
By jqj we mean the number of location steps in q, e.g., if q = = #:: a= #::
b[ +:: d], then jqj = 3. If a query q has neither predicate nor attribute axis, then
we say that q is simple.
Chapter 4
Edit Operations to XPath Query
and Intractability
In this chapter, we firstly define edit operations to queries and show that some edit
operations make finding top-K valid queries intractable.
4.1 Edit Operations to XPath Query
We propose the following six kinds of edit operations.
1. Axis substitution: substitutes axis ax with ax0, denoted ax ! ax0. For
example, by applying #!# to =#:: a we obtain =#:: a.
2. Label substitution: substitutes label l with l0, denoted l ! l0. For example,
by applying a ! b to =#:: a we obtain =#:: b.
3. Location step insertion: inserts location step ax :: l, denoted  ! ax :: l.
For example, by applying  !#:: b to the tail of =#:: a we obtain =#:: a=#::
b.
4. Location step deletion: deletes location step ax :: l, denoted ax :: l ! .
For example, by applying #:: a !  to the first location step of =#:: a=#:: b
17
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we obtain =#:: b.
5. Location step exchange: exchanges adjacent two location steps. For exam-
ple, by applying this edit operation to = #:: a= #:: b we obtain = #:: b= #::
a.
6. Predicate exchange: exchanges the predicates of adjacent two location steps.
For example, by applying this edit operation to = #:: a[b=d]= #:: c we ob-
tain = #:: a= #:: c[b=d].
Above 1 to 4 are called core edit operations and 5 and 6 are called extended
edit operations.
We next define the position of a location step ls, denoted pos(ls). Let q =
=ax[1] :: l[1][exp[1]]=    =ax[m] :: l[m][exp[m]] 2 XP. We define that pos(ax[i] ::
l[i]) = i for 1  i  m. As for location steps in predicates, let exp[i] = ax0[1] ::
l0[1][exp0[1]]=    =ax0[n] :: l0[n][exp0[n]]. Then we define that pos(ax0[ j] ::
l0[ j]) = i: j for 1  j  n. The position of a location step in exp0[ j] can be
defined similarly. For example, let q = = #:: a= #:: b[#:: d[#:: g]]=!+:: c. Then
pos(#:: b) = 2, pos(#:: d) = 2:1, and pos(#:: g) = 2:1:1. By [op]pos, we mean
an edit operation op applied to the location step at position pos. If op is an edit
operation inserting a location step ls, then [op]pos inserts ls just after the location
step at pos.
Let q 2 XP. An edit script for q is a sequence of edit operations having a
position in q. For an edit script s for q, by s(q) we mean the query obtained by
applying s to q. For example, let s = [ !#:: b]1 [c ! f ]3 and q = = #:: a= #::
d=#:: c. Then we have s(q) = =#:: a=#:: b=#:: d=#:: f .
Throughout this dissertation, we assume the following. Let U = f#; #g, S =
f!+; +g, and A = f@g.
 An axis can be substituted with an axis of the “same kind” only, that is,
ax 2 U (resp., S ; A) can be substituted with an axis in U (resp., S ; A) only.
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 A location step ax :: l can be inserted to a query only if ax 2 U and l 2 e.
A cost function assigns a cost to an edit operation. By (op) we mean the cost
of an edit operation op, where  is a cost function. In the following, we assume
that (op)  0. A cost function can be a general function as well as a constant.
For example, (op) can be a string edit distance between l and l0 if op = l ! l0.





For a DTD D, a query q, and a positive integer K, the K optimum edit script
for q under D is a sequence of edit operations s1;    ; sK satisfying the following
conditions.
1. Each of s1(q);    ; sK(q) is valid against D.
2. (s1)      (sK).
3. s1;    ; sK are optimum, that is, for any edit script s for q such that s(q) is
valid against D, s(q) 2 fs1(q);    ; sK(q)g or (s)  (sK).
We say that s1(q);    ; sK(q) are top-K queries syntactically close to q under
D.
4.2 Edit Operations Causing Intractability
For an query q and a DTD D, top-K queries syntactically close to q under D may
not be found eciently if all the edit operation defined in the previous section are
allowed. Actually, in this section we show that the extended edit operations make
finding top-K valid queries intractable.
Let us consider the following decision problem, called query correction prob-
lem.
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Input: A DTD D, a query q, and a positive integer K.
Problem: Determine whether there is an edit script s to q such that (s)  K and
that s(q) is valid against D.
We have the following result.
Theorem 1 If location step exchange is allowed, the query correction problem is
NP-hard even if a query is simple.
ProofWe reduce the directed Hamiltonian path problem, which is NP-complete [26],
to the query correction problem. The directed Hamiltonian path problem is de-
fined as follows.
Input: A directed graph H = (V; E) and nodes u; v 2 V .
Problem: Determine whether H contains a directed Hamiltonian path from u to v.
Let H = (V; E) and u; v 2 V be an instance of the directed Hamiltonian path
problem, where V = fv1; v2;    ; vkg. From this instance, we define a DTD D, a
query q, and a positive integer K. First, D is defined to simulate H. Formally, e,
a, and D = (d; ; s0), are defined as follows.
e = fv1; v2;    ; vkg;
a = ;;
s0 = u;
d(vi) = seqi; (1  i  k)
where seqi is any sequence of labels such that v j occurs in seqi i vi ! v j 2 E.
Second, query q is defined as follows.
q = =#:: v1=#:: v2=    =#:: vk:
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For example, let us consider the directed graph shown in Fig. 4.1(A). From this
graph, we obtain the DTD in Fig. 4.1(B) and the query in fig. 4.1(C) according to
the above reduction. As for the costs of edit operations, we define that the cost of
a location step exchange is one and that the costs of the other edit operations are
1. Let K = 12k2(k + 1).
In the following, we show that H has a directed Hamiltonian path from u to v
i there is an edit script s to q such that (s)  K and that s(q) is valid against D.
()) Assume that H has a directed Hamiltonian path from u to v, say u = vi1 !
vi2 !    ! vik = v. By the definition of D, query q0 = = #:: vi1= #:: vi2=    = #::
vik is valid against D. Since fvi1 ; vi2 ;    ; vikg = V , there is an edit script s to q
consisting of only location step exchanges such that (s)  12k2(k + 1) = K and
that s(q) = q0.
(() Assume that H has no directed Hamiltonian path from u to v. Then any
path from u to v on H of length k visits some same node more than once. This and
the definition of D imply that in order to make q valid, we need to use a location
step deletion, a location step insertion, or a label substitution, which costs1. Thus
there is no edit script s to q such that (s)  K and that s(q) is valid. 
We also have the following.
Theorem 2 If predicate exchange and label substitution are allowed at the same
time, the query correction problem is NP-hard even if each predicate of a query is
a simple location step having no predicate.
Proof Again we reduce the directed Hamiltonian path problem to the query cor-
rection problem. Let H = (V; E) and u; v 2 V be an instance of the directed
Hamiltonian path problem, where V = fv1; v2;    ; vkg. From this instance, we de-
fine a DTD D, a query q, and a positive integer K. First, D is defined to simulate
H. Formally, e, a, and D = (d; ; s0), are defined as follows.
e = fvg [ fv1; v2;    ; vkg [ fa1; a2;    ; akg;
a = ;;
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s0 = u;
d(ai) = ; (1  i  k)
d(vi) = seqi; (1  i  k)
where seqi is a sequence of labels such that v j occurs in seqi i vi ! v j 2 E or
v j = ai.
Second, query q is defined as follows.
q = =#:: v[#:: a1]=#:: v[#:: a2]=    =#:: v[#:: ak]:
As for the costs of edit operations, we define that for any l0 2 e
(l ! l0) =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
1 if l = v;
1 otherwise;
the cost of a predicate exchange is one, and that the costs of the other edit opera-
tions are1. Let K = 12k2(k + 1) + k.
We can show similarly to Theorem 1 that H has a directed Hamiltonian path
u = vi1 ! vi2 !    ! vik = v i there is an edit script s to q such that s(q) =
=#:: vi1[#:: ai1]=#:: vi2[#:: ai2]=    =#:: vik[#:: aik], (s)  K, and that s(q) is valid
against D. 
Thus, it is unlikely that we can find top-K valid queries eciently, if we use
the extended edit operations. In the following chapters, we consider finding top-K
valid queries assuming that only the core edit operations are allowed.
Finally, let us consider the expressive power of the edit operations. Under
the following restriction, the six edit operations are “complete” in the sense that
any query can be transformed into another arbitrary query by using these edit
operations.
 No new predicate can be added to a query.
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We believe that this restriction is reasonable since (i) it is unnatural to add a pred-
icate that is not written by a user and (ii) it is hardly possible to “infer” an ap-
propriate predicate from an “empty” predicate. The completeness can be shown
easily since a query q can be transformed into another query q0 by deleting every
location step of q and inserting every location step of q0. In fact, the completeness
still holds even if the extended edit operations are omitted, although more edit
operations may be required to correct a query. For example, let q = = #:: a= #:: b
and q0 = =#:: b=#:: a. If location step exchange is allowed, q can be transformed
into q0 by just one edit operation, otherwise at least two edit operations are re-
quired. In summary, since the completeness is preserved, we believe that our edit
operations have an expressive power enough to handle the problem of correcting
invalid queries, even if extended edit operations are omitted.
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Figure 4.1: A directed graph H = (V; E), a DTD D = (d; v1; ), and a query q.
Chapter 5
Xd-Graph Representing Set of Valid
Queries
In this chapter, we introduce a graph called xd-graph, which forms the basis of
our algorithm. An xd-graph is constructed from an XPath query and a DTD, and
as we will see below, an xd-graph represents the set of valid queries obtained by
correcting the input query.
Throughout this chapter, we assume that each query is simple.
5.1 Overview
For a query q and a DTD D, in order to obtain top-K queries syntactically close to
q under D, we first need to compute the set of valid queries obtained by correcting
q, then select top-K queries close to q among the set of valid queries. However,
it is not obvious how to obtain such a set of valid queries in which top-K queries
can be found easily. To cope with this problem, in this dissertation we construct
a graph called “xd-graph” from q and D, as shown in Fig. 5.1. An xd-graph has
a start node and an accepting node, and valid queries obtained by correcting q are
mapped to paths from the start node to the accepting node. Thus, in order to obtain
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(a) XPath query 
q = /  ::a/  ::e/  ::c





































Figure 5.1: An example of xd-graph
top-K queries syntactically close to q under D, it suces to solve the K shortest
paths problem over the xd-graph.
Let us show the structure of xd-graph. As shown in Fig. 5.1(d), an xd-graph
consists of jqj+1 DTD graphs and some edges connecting the DTD graphs, where
the DTD graph of D represents the parent-child relationships between labels oc-
curring in D (Fig. 5.1(c)). The reason why we use such multiple DTD graphs
is that we have to represent every edit operation to each location step of q. As
shown in Fig. 5.2, the edges between the first and second DTD graphs represent
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edit operations to the first location step #:: a, the edges between the second and
third DTD graphs represent edit operations to the second location step #:: e, and
so on. To identify the edit operation of an edge, an xd-graph has several kinds of
edges; a “horizontal” edge li ! l0i corresponds to a location step insertion, each
“slant” edge li 1 d l0i corresponds to a label substitution, and each “vertical” edge
li 1  li corresponds to a location step deletion. For example, consider the edges
on the path n0 ! a0 d b1 d c2  c3 (the thick path in Fig. 5.2).
 The first “horizontal” edge n0 ! a0 represents inserting location step #:: a
before the first location step #:: a.
 The second “slant” edge a1 d b1 represents substituting the label of the
first location step #:: a with b.
 The third “slant” edge b1 d c2 represents substituting the label of the sec-
ond location step #:: e with c.
 The last “vertical” edge c2  c3 represents deleting the third location step
#:: c.
Thus, the thick path represents correcting q = = #:: a= #:: e= #:: c to valid query
= #:: a= #:: b= #:: c. Each edge has a cost according to the edit operation as-
sociated with the edge. Thus, the cost of each path p from the start node to the
accepting node represents the cost of correcting the input query to the valid query
represented by p.
In the following, we first present the detailed examples of xd-graph (Sec-
tion 5.2), then give the formal definitions (Section 5.3).
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Figure 5.2: Xd-graph
5.2 Xd-Graph Examples
To construct an xd-graph, we need a graph representation of DTD. TheDTD graph
G(D) of a DTD D = (d; ; s) is a directed graph (V; E), where
V = e; E = fl ! l0 j l’ is a label appearing in d(l)g:
For example, Fig. 5.3 is the DTD graph of D = (d; ; s), where d(s) = ba,
d(a) = cjd, d(b) = d, d(c) = ; d(d) = bj.
Now let us illustrate xd-graph. We first present the following three cases by
examples, then define xd-graph formally.
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Figure 5.3: a DTD graph G(D)
Case A) Only child (#) can be used as an axis.
Case B) Descendant-or-self (#) can be used as well as #.
Case C) Sibling axes (!+, +) can be used as well as # and #.
Case A) Only child (#) can be used as an axis.
Let us first illustrate the xd-graph constructed from a simple query q = =#:: a=#::
d and the DTD graph G(D) in Fig. 5.3. Since only # axis is allowed, it suces
to consider location step insertion, location step deletion, and label substitution.
Figure 5.4 shows xd-graphG(q;G(D)). The xd-graph is constructed from 3 copies
of G(D) with their nodes connected by several edges. Here, n0; n1; n2 are newly
added nodes, which correspond to the “root node” in the XPath data model. Each
node is subscripted, e.g., the node s in G(D) is denoted s0 on the topmost DTD
graph of G(p;G(D)), s1 on the second topmost DTD graph, and so on, as shown
in Fig. 5.4.
We have the following three kinds of edges in an xd-graph.
 A “horizontal” edge l ! l0 corresponds to a location step insertion.
 A “slant” edge ld l0 corresponds to a label substitution.
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Figure 5.4: An xd-graph G(q;G(D))
 A “vertical” edge l  l0 corresponds to a location step deletion.
More concretely, let us first consider horizontal edge n0 ! s0 in Fig. 5.4. This
edge means “moving from the root node to child node s, using no location step of
q”. In other words, the edge n0 ! s0 represents adding a location step #:: s, that
is, the edge represents an edit operation [ !#:: s]0. Let us next consider slant
edge s0 d b1 in Fig. 5.4. This edge means “moving from node s to child node b
using the first location step #:: a of q”. Since the target node is b rather than a,
we have to substitute the label of #:: a with b, that is, the edge s0 d b1 represents
[a ! b]1. Finally, consider vertical edge b1  b2 in Fig. 5.4. This edge means
“staying the same node b by ignoring (deleting) the second location step #:: d of
q”. Thus the edge b1 d b2 represents [#:: d ! ]2.
In Fig. 5.4, n0 is called start node and d2 is called accepting node. Each
path from the start node to the accepting node represents a simple query valid
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Figure 5.5: Edges representing location step insertion
against D obtained by correcting q. For example, let us consider a path p =
n0 ! s0 d a1 d d2 in Fig. 5.4. Recall that q = = #:: a= #:: d. The first
edge n0 ! s0 represents a location step insertion [ !#:: s]0. The second edge
s0 d a1 represents a label substitution [a ! a]1, i.e., the first location step “#:: a”
of q is unchanged. Similarly, the location step “#:: d” of q is unchanged. Thus,
p represents a query q0 = = #:: s= #:: a= #:: d, which is obtained by applying
[ !#:: s]0[a ! a]1[d ! d]2 to q. Note that q0 is valid against D.
Case B) Descendant-or-self (#) can be used as well as #.
In this case, we can use # axes as well as # axes. Let us first consider an edit
operation inserting location step #:: l to a query. For this insertion, we add edges
representing the edit operation to an xd-graph. Fig. 5.5 shows the xd-graph con-
structed from the DTD graph in Fig. 5.3 and a query q = = #:: d. Each dashed
edge in Fig. 5.5 represents a location step insertion. For example, s0 d d0 means
“moving from node s to node d via # axis, using no location step of q”, that is, in-
serting a location step #:: d at position 0 of q, i.e., [ !#:: d]0. As stated before,
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Figure 5.6: Edges representing axis substitution
every path from the start node to the accepting node represents a simple query
valid against D, which is obtained by correcting q. For example, n0 ! s1 d d1
represents a simple query =#:: s=#:: d obtained by applying [d ! s]1[ !#:: d]1
to q = =#:: d.
Let us next consider axis substitution between # and #. Fig. 5.6 shows the
xd-graph constructed from the same DTD graph as above and the same query
q = = #:: d. In the figure, for simplicity we omit some of the edges representing
location step insertion, location step deletion, and label substitution. In Fig. 5.6,
a dashed edge represents substituting #:: a with #:: l. For example, n0 d a1
means “moving from the root node to a with # axis”, i.e., substituting #:: d with
#:: a. Here, consider path p = n0 ! s0 d d1 in Fig. 5.6. p represents a query
=#:: s=#:: d, which is obtained by applying [ !#:: s]0[#!#]1 to q = =#:: d.
Finally, substituting # with # can be represented by a slant edge similar to
label substitution (l ! l0), and the deletion of a location step using # axis can be
handled similarly to the location step deletion in Case A.
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Figure 5.7: Edges dealing with!+ and + axes
Case C) Sibling axes (!+, +) can be used as well as # and #.
Let us consider handling !+ and  + axes. Fig. 5.7 shows the xd-graph con-
structed from the same DTD graph as above and a query q = = !+:: d. First,
let us consider edges connecting the same labels having distinct subscripts, e.g.,
s0 ! s1 and a0 ! a1. Such an edge means that the position does not change
(ignoring!+:: d of q) and!+:: d is deleted from q.
Let us next consider dashed edges connecting “sibling labels”. For example,
we have four edges between a0; b0 and a1; b1 (e.g., a0 d b1, b0  a1) since a and
b are siblings in d(s) = ba. A dashed edge  represents substituting a sibling
axis (!+ or  +) with !+, and another dashed edge d represents substituting a
sibling axis with  +. For example, a0 d b1 means “moving from node a to b
via  + axis”, that is, substituting the location step !+:: d of q with  +:: b. An
xd-graph has no edge violating a DTD, e.g., Fig. 5.7 does not have edge b0 d a1
since d(s) = ba and a cannot be left to b.
5.3 Formal Definition of Xd-Graph
Let us now give the formal definition of xd-graph. Let D = (d; ; s) be a DTD,
G(D) = (V; E) be the DTD graph of D, and q = =ax[1] :: l[1]=    =ax[m] :: l[m]
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be a simple query. Moreover, let Gi(D) = (Vi; Ei) be a graph obtained by adding a
subscript i to each node of G(D), that is, Vi = fli j l 2 Vg and Ei = fli ! l0i j l !
l0 2 Eg for 0  i  m. Then the xd-graph for q and G(D), denoted G(q;G(D)), is
a directed graph (V 0; E0), where
V 0 = fn0; n1;    ; nmg [ V0 [ V1 [    [ Vm;
E0 = Einsc [ (E00 [ E01 [    [ E0m) [ (F1 [ F2 [    [ Fm):
Here, Einsc in (5.1) is the set of edges inserting #:: l (corresponding to “ !#:: l”
in Fig. 5.4), that is,
Einsc = fn0 ! s0;    ; nm ! smg [ (E0 [    [ Em);
where Ei is the set of edges ofGi(D). E0i in (5.1) is the set of edges inserting #:: l
(corresponding to “ !#:: l” in Fig. 5.5) and is defined as follows.
E0i = fni ! li j li 2 Vig [ fli ! l0i j l0 is reachable from l in Dg:
Fi in (5.1) is the set of edges between Gi 1(D) and Gi(D) defined as follows. We
have two cases to be considered.
1) The case where ax[i] 2 f#; #g: Fi = Di [Ci [ Ai, where
Di = fni 1 ! nig [ fli 1 ! li j l 2 Vg; (5.1)
Ci = fni 1 ! sig [ fli 1 ! l0i j l ! l0 2 Eg;
Ai = fni 1 ! li j li 2 Vig [ fli 1 ! l0i j l0 is reachable from l in Dg: (5.2)
Here, Di is the set of edges corresponding to “#:: l ! ” in Fig. 5.4, Ci is the
set of edges corresponding to “l ! l0” in Fig. 5.4, and Ai is the set of edges
corresponding to “#:: d !#:: l” in Fig 5.6.
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2) The case where ax[i] 2 f +;!+g : Fi = Di [ Li [ Ri, where
Li = fli 1 ! l0i j l0 can be left to l, l00 is the parent label of l; l0 in d(l00)g;
Ri = fli 1 ! l0i j l0 can be right to l, l00 is the parent label of l; l0 in d(l00)g;
and Di is the same as the previous case. Li (resp., Ri) is the set of edges corre-
sponding to “!+:: d !  +:: l” (resp., “!+:: d ! !+:: l”) in Fig. 5.7.
Finally, we define the cost of an edge in G(q;G(D)) = (V 0; E0). Suppose that
(l ! l0), (ax ! ax0), ( ! ax :: l), and (ax :: l ! ) are defined for any
l; l0 2 e and any axes ax; ax0. Then the cost of an edge e 2 E0, denoted (e), is
defined as follows.
 The case where e 2 Einsc: We can denote e = li ! l0i . Since this edge
represents inserting a location step #:: l0, (e) = ( !#:: l0).
 The case where e 2 E0i : We can denote e = li ! l0i . Since this edge
represents inserting a location step #:: l0, (e) = ( !#:: l0).
 The case where e 2 Di: We can denote e = li 1 ! li. Since this edge
represents deleting a location step ax[i] :: l[i], (e) = (ax[i] :: l[i] ! ).
 The case where e 2 Ci: We can denote e = li 1 ! l0i . Since this edge repre-
sents substituting ax[i] with # and substituting l[i] with l0, (e)=(ax[i] !#)
+ (l[i] ! l0).
 The case where e 2 Ai: We can denote e = li 1 ! l0i . Since this edge
represents substituting ax[i] with # and substituting l[i] with l0, (e) =
(ax[i]!#) + (l[i] ! l0).
 The case where e 2 Li: We can denote e = li 1 ! l0i . Since this edge
represents substituting ax[i] with  + and substituting l[i] with l0, (e) =
(ax[i] ! +)+(l[i] ! l0). The case where e 2 Ri can be defined similarly.
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For example, assume that (ax ! ax0) = 0 if ax = ax0, (l ! l0) = 0 if
l = l0, and that (op) = 1 for any other edit operation op. Then for the path
p = n0 ! s0 d a1 d d2 in Fig. 5.4, we have (p) = ( !#:: s) + ((#!#
) + (a ! a)) + ((#!#) + (d ! d)) = 1 + 0 + 0 = 1.
Chapter 6
Algorithm for Finding top-K
Queries under DTDs
In this chapter, we present an algorithm for finding top-K queries syntactically
close to an input query under a DTD. We first consider the case where a query is
simple, then present an algorithm for queries in XP.
6.1 Algorithm for Simple Query
Let D be a DTD, e be the set of labels in D, q = =ax[1] :: l[1]=    =ax[m] :: l[m]
be a simple query, and G(q;G(D)) = (V 0; E0) be the xd-graph for q and G(D).
Moreover, let n0 2 V 0 be the start node and (l[m])m 2 V 0 be the accepting node of
G(q;G(D)). If l[m] < e (due to user’s typo), then the label l 2 e “most similar”
to l[m] is selected and lm 2 V 0 is used as the accepting node.1 Currently, we select
l 2 e such that the edit distance between l and l[m] is the smallest.
By the definition of xd-graph, in order to find top-K queries syntactically close
to q under D, it suces to solve the K shortest paths problem over the xd-graph
1G(q;G(D)) can also have multiple accepting nodes by adding a new “accepting” node n and
edges from each node in Vm to n. But since this approach tends to output “too diverse” answers,
we currently use a single accepting node.
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G(q;G(D)) between the start node and the accepting node. The resulting K short-
est paths represent the top-K queries syntactically close to q under D. Formally,
this algorithm can be described as follows.
Input: A DTD D = (d; ; s), a simple query q = =ax[1] :: l[1]=    =ax[m] :: l[m],
and a positive integer K.
Output: Top-K queries syntactically close to q under D.
1. Construct the DTD graph G(D) of D.
2. Construct the xd-graph G(q;G(D)) for q and G(D).
3. Solve the K shortest paths problem2 on G(q;G(D)) between the start node
and the accepting node.
4. Let q1;    ; qK be the queries represented by the K paths obtained above.
Return q1;    ; qK .
Let us give a simple example. We use query q and DTD D in Fig. 5.1, thus
we have q = = #:: a= #:: e= #:: c and D = (d; ; a), where d(s) = bd, d(a) = c,
d(b) = c, d(c) = . Let K = 2. For simplicity, we only consider child axis (the
other axes are omitted), and suppose that the cost of each edit operation is one
except that (l ! l0) = 0 whenever l = l0. In line 1 of the algorithm, we obtain the
DTD graph D(G) shown in Fig. 5.1(c). In line 2, we obtain the xd-graph shown in
Fig. 5.1(d), where n0 is the start node and c3 is the accepting node. Now, in step
3 we solve the K shortest paths problem on the xd-graph and obtain the following
two shortest paths.
 n0 d a1 d b2 d c3. The second edge a1 d b2 represents substituting the
label of the second location step #:: e of q with b, while the other edges do
nothing (substituting a label with the same one). Thus we have = #:: a= #::
b=#:: c.
2There are a number of algorithms for solving K shortest paths problem (e.g., [46, 18]). Here
we can use any of them.
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 n0 d a1 d d2 d c3. The second edge a1 d d2 represents substituting the
label of the second location step #:: e of q with d, while the other edges do
nothing. Thus we have =#:: a=#:: d=#:: c.
The above two queries are returned in line 4.
Figure 6.1: Xd-graph
We have the following.
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Theorem 3 Let D be a DTD, q be a simple query, and K be a positive integer.
Then the above algorithm outputs top-K queries syntactically close to q under D.
Proof Let q = =ax[1] :: l[1]=    =ax[m] :: l[m] be a simple XPath query and D
be a DTD. It suces to show that the xd-graph G(q;G(D)) of q and D is “sound”
(every path from the start node to the accepting node corresponds to a valid query)
and “complete” (every valid query obtained by some edit script to q is represented
by a path from the start node to the accepting node in the xd-graph). Let qk be the
prefix of q of length k, that is, qk = =ax[1] :: l[1]=    =ax[k] :: l[k]. In particular,
q0 = . In the following, we show by induction on jqj that for any node lk in
G(q;G(D)), the following two statements hold.
 (Soundness) Any path from the start node to lk represents a valid query
retrieving element l obtained by applying an edit script to qk.
 (Completeness) Any valid query retrieving l obtained by applying an edit
script to qk is represented by a path from the start node to lk.
Basis: jqj = 0 and q = . Thus G(q;G(D)) contains only one DTD graph (G1
in Fig. 6.1). Since q = , only location step insertions to q are allowed. Thus it is
easy to verify that for each node l0 in G(q;G(D)), the above two statements hold.
Induction: Assume as the induction hypothesis that if jqj < m, then for any
node lk inG(q;G(D)), the above two statements hold. Consider the case of jqj = m.
Since the soundness is rather clear, we only consider the completeness. Consider
an edge between Gm 1 and Gm, say am 1 ! cm (see Fig. 6.1). We have the follow-
ing observations.
 By the induction hypothesis, any valid query retrieving a obtained by ap-
plying an edit script to qm 1 is represented by a path from the start node to
am 1, that is, the subgraph A of Fig. 6.1 is complete.
 By definition, the edges between Gm 1 and Gm cover all the edit operations
to the mth location step of q.
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 Assuming that cm is the “document root”, we can show similarly to the basis
case that any valid query p retrieving e (the label of the accepting node)
obtained by applying location step insertions to  is represented by a path
from cm to em. That is, the subgraph B of Fig. 6.1 is complete.
The above three observations imply that any valid query retrieving l obtained by
applying an edit script to q is represented by a path from the start node to lm, where
lm is the accepting node. Hence G(q;G(D)) is complete. 
Let us consider the time complexity of this algorithm. First, we consider the
size of G(q;G(D)). For every node n in G(p;G(D)), the number of edges leaving
n is in O(jej). Since the number of nodes in G(q;G(D)) is in O(jqj  jej), the total
number of edges in G(q;G(D)) is in O(jqj  jej2). Let us next consider solving
the K shortest paths problem onG(q;G(D)). There are a number of algorithms for
solving this problem (e.g., [46, 18]), and we use the extended Dijkstra’s algorithm.
The time complexity of the Dijkstra’s algorithm is O(K  jEj  log jV j), where E is
the set of edges and V is the set of nodes. Since the number of edges in the xd-
graph is in O(jqj  jej2) and that of nodes is in O(jqj  jej), the time complexity for
solving the K shortest paths problem over the xd-graph is in
O(K  jqj  jej2  log(jqj  jej)):
This is the time complexity of the algorithm.
Thus we have the following.
Theorem 4 Let D be a DTD,  be the set of labels in D, q be a simple XPath
query, and K be a positive integer. Then top-K queries syntactically close to q
under D can be obtained in O(K  jqj  jj2  log(jqj  jj)) time. 
Let D be a DTD, q = =ax[1] :: l[1]=    =ax[m] :: l[m] be a query, and
G(q;G(D)) be the xd-graph for q and D. The proposed algorithm assumes that
the label of the accepting node of G(q;G(D)) coincides with that of the last loca-
tion step of q, that is, l[m]m is the accepting node of G(q;G(D)). Here, consider



































Figure 6.2: Adding a new accepting node n to G(q;G(D))
the case that a user write a query q. Then the label of the last location step of q rep-
resents the most symbolic label that the user wants to retrieve, thus the user tends
not to write a completely wrong label at the last location step of q. Therefore, in
most cases we believe that the above assumption is a reasonable one. However, if
a user prefers a more general query correction, we can relax the above assumption
by extending the xd-graph, as follows (see Fig. 6.2)
1. Add a new accepting node n to G(q;G(D)).
2. For each node li in G(q;G(D)), add and edge li ! n.
3. For each edge li ! n added above, let (li ! n) = 0.
On the other hand, the drawback of the above extension is that the approach tends
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to output “too many” corrected queries. Thus the above extension should be used
only if no desirable query correction is obtained under the original xd-graph.
6.2 Algorithm for Queries in XP
The algorithm proposed in the previous section can handle only simple queries.
In this section, we extend the algorithm so that it handles any queries in XP.
We present an algorithm that finds, for a query q 2 XP and a DTD D, top-
K queries syntactically close to q under D. We first give some definitions. Let
q = =ax[1] :: l[1][exp[1]]=    =ax[m] :: l[m][exp[m]] 2 XP. By sp(q) we mean the
selection path of q obtained by dropping every predicate in q and the last location
step of q if ax[m] = @; that is,
sp(q) =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
=ax[1] :: l[1]=    =ax[m   1] :: l[m   1] if ax[m] = @,
=ax[1] :: l[1]=    =ax[m] :: l[m] otherwise.
Suppose that ax[m] = @. By definition the set of edit operations applicable to
ax[m] :: l[m] is S = fax[m] :: l[m] ! g [ fl[m] ! l j l 2 (l[m   1])g. We say that
op1;    ; opK are K optimum edit operations for ax[m] :: l[m] if op1;    ; opK 2 S ,
opi , op j for any i , j, (op1)      (opK), and (opK)  op for any
op 2 S nfop1;    ; opKg (We assume that opjS j+1 =    = opK = nilwith (nil) = 1
if jS j < K).
We now present the algorithm. To find top-K queries syntactically close to
a query q under a DTD D, we again construct an xd-graph G(sp(q);G(D)) and
solve the K shortest paths problem on the xd-graph. But since q may not be
simple, before solving the K shortest paths problem we modifyG(sp(q);G(D)) as
follows.3
3Since it is fairly dicult to correct the right hand side and the comparison operator of exp[i]
exactly, we focus on correcting the left hand side of exp[i].
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 Suppose exp[i] , . The cost of deleting location step ax[i] :: l[i][exp[i]]
should be (ax[i] :: l[i] ! ) + (exp[i] ! ), where “exp[i] ! ” stands
for the delete operations that delete every location step in exp[i] (line (3-a)
below).
We also have to consider correcting exp[i]. To do this, we call the algorithm
for query =l[i]=exp[i] and DTD (d; ; l[i]) recursively. The obtained result
is incorporated into G(sp(q);G(D)) by using the gadget in Fig. 6.3 (node li
corresponds to l[m]); the obtained K optimum edit scripts are assigned to
the K edges e1;    ; eK in the gadget (line (3-b)).
 If ax[m] = @, we have to modify G(sp(q);G(D)) in order to incorporate
the K optimum edit operations for ax[m] :: l[m] (line 4).
FindKPaths(D; q;K)
Input: A DTD D = (d; ; s), a query q = =ax[1] :: l[1][exp[1]]=    =ax[m] ::
l[m][exp[m]], and a positive integer K.
Output: Top-K queries syntactically close to q under D.
1. Construct the DTD graph G(D) of D.
2. Construct the xd-graph G(sp(q);G(D)) for q and G(D).
3. For each 1  i  m with exp[i] , , modify G(sp(q);G(D)) as follows.
(a) For each edge e 2 Di (defined in Eq. (5.1)), let (e)  (e)+(exp[i] !
).
(b) For each node li 2 Vi, do the following (i) – (iii).
i. Replace li with its corresponding gadget (Fig. 6.3).
ii. Call FindKPaths(D0; q0;K), whereD0 = (d; ; li) and q0 = =li=exp[i].4
Let s01;    ; s0K be the result.
4Since li is added as the first location step of q0, for each recursive call we assume that (n0 !
l) = 0 if l = (li)0 and (n0 ! l) = 1 otherwise, where n0 is the start node of the constructed
xd-graph in the recursive call.
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Figure 6.3: Node li and its gadget, where l0i is a new node and e1;    ; eK are new
edges.
iii. (e j)  (s0j) for every 1  j  K.
4. If ax[m] = @, modify G(sp(q);G(D)) as follows.
(a) Replace the accepting node lm 1 ofG(sp(q);G(D)) with its correspond-
ing gadget (Fig. 6.3).
(b) Let op1;    ; opK be the K optimum edit operations for ax[m] :: l[m].
(c) (e j)  (op j) for every 1  j  K.
5. Solve the K shortest paths problem on G(sp(q);G(D)) modified as above.
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6. Let q1;    ; qK be the queries represented by the K paths obtained above.




Figure 6.4: DTD graph G(D).
Let us explain the algorithm by an example. For simplicity, we assume that
the cost of each edit operation is one except that (l ! l0) = 0 whenever l = l0.
We also assume that only child axes are allowed (the other axes are omitted).
Let K = 2, q = = #:: a= #:: b[#:: e]= #:: c be a query, and D = (d; ; a) be a
DTD, where d(a) = bd, d(b) = c, d(d) = ce, and d(c) = d(e) = . In step 1
of the algorithm, we obtain the DTD graph G(D) shown in Fig. 6.4. In step 2,
sp(q) = = #:: a= #:: b= #:: c and we obtain the xd-graph G(sp(q);G(D)) shown
in Fig. 6.5, where n0 is the start node and c3 is the accepting node. In this xd-
graph, the costs of four edges n0 d a1, a1 d b2, b2 d c3, d2 d c3 are zero (the
edges labeled by “0” in Fig. 6.5), while the costs of the other edges are one (their
labels are omitted). In step 3, since the second location step #:: b[#:: e] of q has
a predicate, G(sp(q);G(D)) is modified by replacing five nodes a2; b2; c2; d2; e2
with their corresponding gadgets, as shown in Fig. 6.6. For example, consider
the gadget having two nodes b2 and b02. This gadget has two edges b2
A! b02 and
b2
B! b02, where the former represents substituting e with c in the predicate and the
latter represents deleting the predicate of q. Note that, due to step (3-a), the costs
of “vertical” edges n1  n2, a1  a02, b1  b
0
2, c1  c
0
2, d1  d
0
2, and e1  e
0
2
































Figure 6.5: Xd-graph G(sp(q);G(D)).
are increased by one (the edges labeled by “2” in Fig. 6.6), since these edges now
represent deleting #:: b[#:: e] instead of deleting #:: b. Over this modified graph,
we solve the K shortest paths problem between n0 and c3 (step 5). The followings
are the three shortest paths whose costs are one.
 n0 d a1 d b2 A! b02 d c3. The third edge b2
A! b02 represents substituting
e with c in the predicate of q, while the other edges do nothing (substituting
a label with the same one). Thus we obtain =#:: a=#:: b[#:: c]=#:: c.
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 n0 d a1 d b2 B! b02 d c3. The third edge b2
B! b02 represents deleting the
predicate of q, while the other edges do nothing. Thus we obtain =#:: a=#::
b=#:: c.
 n0 d a1 d d2 A! d02 d c3. The second edge a1 d d2 represents substitut-
ing b with d in the second location step #:: b[#:: e], while the other edges
do nothing. Thus we obtain =#:: a=#:: d[#:: e]=#:: c.
Since K = 2, arbitrary two of the above three are returned in step 6 (ties are broken
arbitrary).
We have the following.
Theorem 5 Let D be a DTD, q 2 XP a query, and K be a positive integer. Then
FindKPaths outputs top-K queries syntactically close to q under D.
Proof Let q = =ax[1] :: l[1][exp[1]]=    =ax[m] :: l[m][exp[m]]. We show the
completeness of the graph obtained in lines (1) to (4) of the algorithm. Every
update to sp(q) is covered by G(sp(q);G(D)) by Theorem 4. Thus we have to
consider (a) updates to the predicates in q and (b) update to the attributes in q.
Consider first (a). Consider a location step ax[i] :: l[i][exp[i]] of q. Due to the
definition of update operations, the possible updates to this location step are as
follows.
1. The whole location step is deleted.
2. This location step is not deleted. In this case, l[i] is replaced by some label
and exp[i] is updated by some update script.
(1) is covered by line (3-a) and (2) is covered by line (3-b) of the algorithm. As for
(b), the possible updates to the attributes are covered by line (4). Thus the graph
obtained in line (3) is complete. 
Let us consider the running time of the algorithm. Let q = =ax[1] :: l[1][exp[1]]
=    =ax[m] :: l[m][exp[m]]. Bymnl(q) we mean themaximum nest level of q, that
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0 if q is simple,
1 +max1im(mnl(exp[i])) otherwise.
For example, if q = = #:: a= #:: b[#:: d[#:: e]]= #:: c, then mnl(q) = 2. First, con-
sider the case where mnl(q) = 1, i.e., no exp[i] has a predicate. In this case, since
FindKPaths is called jVij = jej times (step (3-b)), by Theorem 4 the algorithm
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runs in
O(K  jsp(q)j  jej2  log(jsp(q)j  jej) +X
1im
jej  (K  jexp[i]j  jej2  log(jexp[i]j  jej))) =
O(K  jqj  jej3  log(jqj  jej))
time. In general, due to step (3) the running time of the algorithm is increased by
a factor of jej as mnl(q) increases by one. Thus, the algorithm runs in
O(K  jqj  jej2+mnl(q)  log(jqj  jej))
time. Thus we have the following.
Theorem 6 Let D be a DTD, q 2 XP be a query, and K be a positive integer. Then
FindKPaths(D; q;K) runs in polynomial time of jDj and jqj if mnl(q) is constant.
This suggests that the algorithm may run ineciently if q has deeply nested
predicates. However, XPath queries usually contains very few such predicates,
and as we will see below, by pruning unnecessary edges and nodes of xd-graphs
the algorithm can run more eciently. Therefore, we believe that the algorithm
runs eciently for most of XPath queries.
Pruning Xd-Graph
An xd-graph may contain unnecessary nodes, e.g., in Fig. 5.4 the accepting node
d2 is unreachable from c0, c1, and c2, and thus these three nodes are unnecessary.
By pruning such nodes, we can save space and time. Such a pruning is eective
especially if a DTD has a tree-like structure. For example, suppose that the DTD
graph D(G) is a complete k-ary tree and that query q contains no sibling axis and
no predicate. For a leaf node n in D(G), the number of nodes from which n is
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reachable is in O(log jej). Thus the size of the xd-graph can be reduced from
O(jqj  jej2) to O(jqj  log2 jej), and the time complexity of the algorithm in this
section can be reduced to
O(K  jqj  log2+mnl(q) jej  log(jqj  log jej)):
On the other hand, the pruning itself can be done very eciently. Actually,
the pruning needs (1) a top-down traversal from the start node and (2) a bottom-
up traversal from the accepting node, each of which can be done by a breath-first
traversal. Since a breath-first traversal can be done in O(jV j+ jEj) time for a graph
(V; E) [73] and the numbers of nodes and edges of an xd-graph are in O(jej), the
pruning can be done in
O(jej + jej) = O(jej):
We also make an experiment to evaluate the eect of this pruning. This is
shown in Section 8.2.
Chapter 7
Algorithm for Regular Tree
Grammar
In this chapter, we extend the algorithms to use regular tree grammar as a schema
instead of DTD. Regular tree grammar is a general schema model for XML in-
cluding local tree grammar, which is equivalent to DTD [51]. Since regular tree
grammar can assign more than one type (non-terminal) to a label, we cannot use
the definition of xd-graph in that shape. In the following, we firstly define regular
tree grammar formally, then extend xd-graph for regular tree grammar (xg-graph).
By using xg-graph, we describe how to find correct XPath queries.
7.1 Regular Tree Grammar
A regular tree grammar is a 4-tuple G = (N;T; S ; P), where N is a set of non-
terminals, T is a set of terminals, S 2 N is a set of start symbols, P is a set
of productions of the form X ! ar such that X 2 N; a 2 T , and r is a regular
expression over N. We say that X is the left-hand side of the production, ar is the
right-hand side, a is the label, and r is the content model.
For example, the DTD in Chapter 1 can be represented by a regular tree gram-
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mar G = (N;T; S ; P), where
N = fS ite; People; Person;Name; Pcdatag;
T = fsite; people; person; name; pcdatag;
S = fS iteg;
P = fS ite ! site(People); People ! people(Person);
Person ! person(Name);Name ! Pcdata(Pcdata);
Pcdata ! pcdata()g:
For a regular tree grammar G = (N;T; S ; P) and labels a; b, we say that b is
reachable from a in G if either one of the conditions is satisfied.
 a = b, or there are productions X ! ar and X0 ! br0 in P such that X0
occurs in r.
 For a label a0, a0 is reachable from a, and there are productions X ! a0r
and X0 ! br0 such that X0 occurs in r.
Let t be a tree. An interpretation I of t againstG is a mapping from each node
e in t to a state I(e) that satisfies the following conditions.
 If e is the root of t, I(e) is an initial state.
 There is a production X ! ar in G such that I(e) = X, a is a terminal of e,
and that I(e0)I(e1):::I(em) matches r, where e0; e1; :::; em are the child nodes
of e.
By L(G) we mean the language of G. Then t 2 L(G) if and only if there is an
interpretation of t against G.
It is shown that regular tree grammar is strictly more expressive than DTD [51].
Actually, both W3C XML Schema [79, 80] and RELAX NG [54] can be modeled
by regular tree grammar. For example, let us consider the RELAX NG schema
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shown in Fig. 7.1. In this schema, an item element can be of type CD or Book,
and the CD and Book types have dierent content models. Such types cannot be
modeled by any DTD since each element must have exactly one content model.
On the other hand, regular tree grammar can handle such types. The following
regular tree grammar G = (N;T; S ; P) corresponds to the RELAX NG schema in
Fig. 7.1.
N = fCatalog;CD; Book;Title; Artist; Author; Pcdatag
T = fcatalog; item; title; artist; author; pcdatag
S = fCatalogg
P = fCatalog ! catalog(CD+ Book+);
CD ! item(Title Artist);






In this section, we introduce a graph called xg-graph. This is an extended version
of xd-graph that can handle non-terminal of regular tree grammar. Throughout
this section, we assume that each query is simple. The general case is considered
in Section 7.3.2.
Similar to Section 6.1, we obtain K optimum edit scripts against a query q
under G = (N;T; S ; P) as follows.
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Figure 7.1: An example of RELAX NG schema
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1. Construct a production-graph G(P) from P in G.
2. Construct an xg-graph G(q;G(P)) from q and G(P). It consists of all paths
that represent XPath expressions valid against G obtained by applying edit
scripts on q.
3. Solve K shortest paths problem over G(q;G(P)) to obtain top-K optimum
edit scripts against q under G. The details is considered in Section 7.3.
7.2.1 Production-Graph
To construct an xg-graph, we need to represent productions of regular tree gram-
mar as a graph. Therefore, we first define production-graph.
Let G = (N;T; S ; P) be a regular tree grammar. A production-graph G(P) =
(V; E) is a directed graph, where
V = f(X; a) j X ! ar 2 Pg;
E = f(X; a) ! (X0; a0) j X ! ar 2 P, X0 occurs in r, X0 , Pcdata,
X0 ! a0r0 2 P for some a0 2 T and some regular expression r0 over Ng.
For example, a production-graph G(P) for regular tree grammar G = (N;T; S ; P)
is shown in Fig. 7.2, where
N = fS ; A; B;C;D; Pcdatag;
T = fs; a; b; c; d; pcdatag;
S = fS g;
P = fS ! s(A; B); A ! a(C;D); B! b(D)
C ! c(Pcdata);D ! d(BjPcdata);
Pcdata ! pcdata()g:






Figure 7.2: An example of production-graph
7.2.2 Xg-Graph
We next construct an xg-graph from a query q and a production graph G(P). In-
tuitively, each edge on an xg-graph corresponds to an edit operation defined in
Chapter 4.
In the following, we first explain an xg-graph for the case of (1) mentioned be-
low (the case of (2) and (3) are omitted because they are similar to the discussions
in Section 5.2).
(1) Only child (#) can be used as an axis
(2) Descendant-or-self (#) can be used as well as #
(3) Sibling axes (!+, +) can be used as well as # and #
Only child (#) can be used as an axis
Let us consider the xg-graph constructed from a simple query q = =#:: a=#:: d and
the production-graph G(P) in Figure 7.2. Since only # axis is allowed, it suces
to consider location step insertion, location step deletion, and label substitution.
Figure. 7.3 shows an xg-graph G(q;G(P)) constructed from q and G(P). As
shown in this figure, the xg-graph is constructed from jqj + 1 copies of G(P) with
their nodes connected by several edges. Note that (N; n)0; (N; n)1; (N; n)2 are newly




















Figure 7.3: An xg-graph G(q;G(P))
added nodes, which correspond to the “root node” in the XPath data model. We
subscript each node of a production-graph to distinguish the nodes. For example,
the node (S ; s) over G(P) is denoted (S ; s)0 on the topmost production-graph of
G(p;G(P)), (S ; s)1 on the second topmost production-graph, and so on.
As shown in Fig. 7.3, we have the following three kinds of edges in an xg-
graph.
 A “horizontal” edge (!) corresponds to a location step insertion ( !#:: l).
 A “slant” edge (d) corresponds to a label substitution (l ! l0).
 A “vertical” edge (  ) corresponds to a location step deletion (#:: l ! ).
More concretely, let us first consider horizontal edge n0 ! (S ; s)0 in Fig. 7.3.
This edge means “moving from the root node to child node s, using no location
step of q”. This is moving to child node s by location step #:: s using no location
step in q. That is, the edge represents an edit operation [ !#:: s]0.
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Let us next consider slant edge (S ; s)0 d (B; b)1 in Fig. 7.3. This edge means
“moving from node s to child node b using the first location step #:: a of q”. Since
the target node is b rather than a, we have to substitute the label of #:: a with b,
that is, the edge s0 d (B; b)1 represents [a ! b]1.
Finally, consider vertical edge (B; b)1  (B; b)2 in Fig. 7.3. This edge means
“staying the same node b by ignoring (deleting) the second location step #:: d of
q”. Thus the edge b1 d (B; b)2 represents [#:: d ! ]2.
In Fig. 7.3, (N; n)0 is called the start node and (D; d)2 is called the accepting
node. Each path from the start node to the accepting node represents a simple
query valid against G obtained by correcting q. For example, let us consider a
path p = (N; n)0 ! (S ; s)0 d (A; a)1 d (D; d)2 in Fig. 7.3. In this path, the
first edge (N; n)0 ! (S ; s)0 represents a location step insertion [ !#:: s]0. The
second edge (S ; s)0 d (A; a)1 represents a label substitution [a ! a]1, that is, the
first location step “#:: a” of p is unchanged. Similarly, the location step “#:: d” of
q is unchanged. Therefore, p represents an XPath expression = #:: s= #:: a= #:: d,
which is valid against G.
Formal Definition of Xg-graph and Costs of Edges
Let us show the formal definition of xg-graph, and the cost of each edge on the
graph.
LetG = (N;T; S ; P) be a regular tree grammar,G(P) = (V; E) be a production-
graph, p = =ax[1] :: l[1]=    =ax[m] :: l[m] be a simple query. By Gi(P) we
mean the graph obtained from G(P) by subscripting each node with i. That is,
Vi = f(X; a)i j X ! ar 2 Pg and Ei = f(X; a)i ! (X0; a0)i j X ! ar 2 Pg.
The xg-graph for p and G(P), denoted G(p;G(P)), is a directed graph (V 0; E0)
defined as follows (Note that n of (N; n)0;    ; (N; n)m is a label where n < V).
V 0 = f(N; n)0;    ; (N; n)mg [ V0 [    [ Vm
E0 = Einsc [ (F1 [    [ Fm) (7.1)
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Here, Einsc in (7.1) is the set of edges inserting #:: l (corresponding to “ !#:: l”
in Fig. 7.3) and is defined as follows. Note that Ei is an edge in Gi(P).
Einsc = f(N; n)0 ! (S ; s)0;    ; (N; n)m ! (S ; s)mg [ (E0 [    [ Em)
Fi (1  i  m) in (7.1) is the set of edges between Gi 1(P) and Gi(P), and have
some definitions depending on the type of the ith axis on p. In this dissertation,
for simplicity we assume that ax[i] 2 f#g and Fi = Di [ Ci. Then Di and Ci are
defined as follows. Note that Di corresponds an edge “#:: l ! ” in Fig. 7.3 and
Ci corresponds “l ! l0” in Fig. 7.3, respectively.
Di = f(N; n)i 1 ! (N; n)ig [ fli 1 ! li j l 2 Vg (7.2)
Ci = f(N; n)i 1 ! (S ; s)ig [ fli 1 ! l0i j l ! l0 2 Eg (7.3)
We next consider the cost of each edge on an xg-graph. Suppose that following
costs correspond edit scripts defined in Chapter 4.
 (l ! l0)：cost of label substituting l to l0
 ( ! ax :: l)：cost of inserting a location step ax :: l
 (ax :: l ! )：cost of deleting a location step ax :: l
According to the above costs, we define the cost (e) of an edgee 2 E0 on an
xg-graph, as follows.
 The case where e 2 Einssc : We denote e = li ! l0i . Since this edge represents
inserting a location step #:: l0, we define (e) = ( !#:: l0).
 The case where e 2 Di : We denote e = li 1 ! li. Since this edge represents
deleting a location step ax[i] :: l[i], we define (e) = (ax[i] :: l[i] ! ).
 The case where e 2 Ci : We denote e = li 1 ! l0i . Since this edge
represents substituting ax[i] with # and substituting l[i] with l0, we define
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(e) = (ax[i] !#) + (l[i] ! l0).
For example, let us consider the following cost function.
(l ! l0) =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
0 when l = l0
1 otherwise
( ! ax :: l) = 1
(ax :: l ! ) = 1
Then for the path (N; n)0 ! (S ; s)0 d (A; a)1 d (D; d)2, we obtain a cost
( !#:: s) + ((#!#) + (a ! a)) + ((#!#) + (d ! d)) = 1 + 0 + 0 = 1.
7.3 Algorithm for Finding top-K Queries
In this section, we present an algorithm for finding top-K queries syntactically
close to an input query under regular tree grammar. We first consider the case
where a query is simple, then present for queries in XP. Furthermore, we consider
the pruning for graphs.
7.3.1 Algorithm for Simple Query
Let G(P) be a regular tree grammar, q = =ax[1] :: l[1]=    =ax[m] :: l[m] be a
simple query, G(q;G(P)) = (V; E) be the xg-graph for q and G(P). Moreover,
let (N; n)0 2 V be the start node and (X; l[m])m 2 V be the accepting node of
G(q;G(P)).
By the above cost definition, in order to find top-K queries syntactically close
to q under G, it suces to solve the K shortest paths problem over the xg-graph
G(q;G(P)) between the start node and the accepting node, and output K XPath
expressions represented by the obtained paths p01;    ; p0K . The algorithm is de-
scribed as follows.
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Input: A regular tree grammarG = (N;T; S ; P), a simple query q = =ax[1] :: l[1]=
   =ax[m] :: l[m], and a positive integer K.
Output: Top-K queries syntactically close to q under G.
1. Construct the production graph G(P) of G.
2. Construct the xg-graph G(q;G(P)) for q and G(P).
3. Solve the K shortest paths problem on G(q;G(P)) between the start node
and the accepting node of G(q;G(P)).
4. Let q1;    ; qK be the queries represented by the K paths obtained in step 3.
Return q1;    ; qK .
Thus we have the following.
Theorem 7 Let G = (N;T; S ; P) be a regular tree grammar, q be a simple query,
and K be a positive integer. Then the above algorithm outputs top-K queries
syntactically close to q under G. Moreover, the algorithm runs in O(K  jqj  jPj2 
log(jqj  jPj)) time.
7.3.2 Algorithm for Queries in XP
Let q = =ax[1] :: l[1][exp[1]]=    =ax[m] :: l[m][exp[m]] 2 XP, sp(q) be a query
expression obtained from extracting location steps with predicates from XP. that
is,
sp(q) = =ax[1] :: l[1]=    =ax[m] :: l[m]:
Similar to FindKPaths, we construct an xg-graph G(sp(q);G(P)) first, then
solve top-K shortest paths problem.
FindKPathsOnG(G; q;K)
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Input: A regular tree grammarG = (N;T; S ; P), a query q = =ax[1] :: l[1][exp[1]]=
   =ax[m] :: l[m][exp[m]], and a positive integer K.
Output: Top-K queries syntactically close to q under G.
1. Construct the production-graph G(P).
2. Construct the xg-graph G(sp(q);G(P)).
3. For each 1  i  m with exp[i] , , modify G(sp(q);G(P)) as follows.
(a) For each edge e 2 Di, let (e)  (e) + (exp[i] ! ).
(b) For each node li 2 Vi, do the following (i) – (iii).
i. Replace li with its corresponding gadget (Fig. 6.3).
ii. Call FindKPathsOnG(G0; q0;K), where G0 = (N; T; X; P), X of
node (X; li) where X ! ar 2 P, and q0 = =li=exp[i]. Let sc01;    ; sc0K
be the results.
iii. (e j)  (s0j) for every 1  j  K.
4. If ax[m] = @, modify G(sp(q);G(D)) as follows.
(a) Replace the accepting node lm 1 on G(sp(q);G(D)) with its corre-
sponding gadget (Fig. 6.3)
(b) op1;    ; opK be the K optimum edit operations for Let ax[m] :: l[m].
(c) (e j)  (op j) for every 1  j  K.
5. Solve the K shortest paths problem on G(sp(q);G(P)) modified as above.
6. Let sc1;    ; scK be the results obtained above. Return sc1(q);    ; scK(q).
The following result can be obtained similarly to Theorems 5 and 6.
Theorem 8 Let G = (N;T; S ; P) be a regular tree grammar, q 2 XP be a query,
and K be a positive integer. Then FindKPathsOnG outputs top-K queries syntac-
tically close to q under G. Moreover, FindKPathsOnG runs in O(K  jqj  jPj2+mnl(q) 
log(jqj  jPj)).
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7.3.3 Graph Optimization and Pruning
In the above algorithms, pruning a production-graph and an xg-graph is not con-
sidered. By optimizing nodes on a production-graph and pruning unnecessary
nodes on an xg-graph, we can save space and time.
In this section, we first describe optimizing of a production-graph, then show
how to prune an xg-graph.
Optimization of Production-Graph
Since regular tree grammar allow “conflicting” non-terminals, same non-terminals
may occur more than once in a production-graph. Therefore, more than one iden-
tical query may be obtained when top-K edit scripts are applied to a query.
For example, let us consider a regular tree grammar, where
N = fS ; A1; A2; B;C;D; Pcdatag;
T = fs; a; b; c; d; pcdatag;
S = fS g;
P = fS ! s(A1; A2); A1 ! a(B;C); A2 ! a(B;D)
B! b(Pcdata);C ! c(Pcdata);
D ! d(Pcdata); Pcdata ! pcdata()g:
Then the algorithm constructs the production-graph of G shown in Fig.7.4. Here,
the terminals of the paths (S ; s) ! (A1; a) ! (B; b) and (S ; s) ! (A2; a) ! (B; b)
are same, = #:: a= #:: b may outputted more than once by solving the K shortest
paths problem on an xg-graph. To avoid this problem, we contract nodes with
same terminals as shown in Fig.7.5. In the following, we describe contraction
formally.





(C, c) (D, d)





(C, c) (D, d)
Figure 7.5: A (contracted) production-graph that non-terminals do not conflict
Recall that a production-graph G(P) = (V; E) is a directed graph, where
V = f(X; a) j X ! ar 2 Pg;
E = f(X; a) ! (X0; a0) j X ! ar 2 P, X0 occurs in r, X0 , Pcdata,
X0 ! a0r0 2 P for some a0 2 T and some regular expression r0 over Ng.
If Xi , X j; ai = a j, there exist nodes (Xi; ai), (X j; a j) reachable from a node in
f(S ; a) j S ! ar 2 Pg, and the following four conditions hold, then a production-
graph can be constructed by (1) and (2) described bellow.
 (X j; a j) is unreachable from (Xi; ai)
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 (Xi; ai) is unreachable from (X j; a j)
 (Xi; ai) have no (Xi; ai) as a child node.
 (X j; a j) have no (X j; a j) as a child node.
1. Let
Ei = f(Xi; ai) ! (X0i ; a0i) j
Xi ! air 2 P; X0i occurs in r; X0i , Pcdata;
X0i ! a0ir0 2 P for some a0i 2 T and some regular expression r0 on Ng;
E j = f(X j; a j) ! (X0j; a0j) j
X j ! a jr 2 P; X0j occurs in r; X0j , Pcdata;
X0j ! a0jr0 2 P for some a0j 2 T and some regular expression r0 on Ng:
For any (X j; a j) ! (X0j; a0j) 2 E j, if a0i , a0j for any (Xi; ai) ! (X0i ; a0i) 2 Ei,
then add (Xi; ai) ! (X0j; a0j) to E and delete (X j; a j) ! (X0j; a0j) from E.
2. Let
E j = f(X j 1; a j 1) ! (X j; a j) j
X j ! a j 1r 2 P; X j occurs in r; X j , Pcdata;
X j ! a jr0 2 P for some a j 2 T and some regular expression r0 on Ng:
Delete every edge in E j from E, and add (X j 1; a j 1) ! (Xi; ai) to E .
Pruning Xg-Graph
Suppose that G is a local tree grammar. Then we can save space and time for
solving K shortest paths problem by deleting nodes unreachable to the accepting
node.
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Let us consider the size of an xg-graph G(q;G(P)) for a local tree grammar
G = (N;T; S ; P) and a query q. For simplicity, we assume that a production-graph
G(P) of G is a complete n-ary tree. Since whether a node can reach the accepting
node or not depends on!+ and + axes, we have two cases to be considered.
 The case where q does not include!+ nor + axis : The path that can reach
the accepting node is only one from the assumption. Thus, the number of
necessary nodes on G(P) is log jT j, therefore the size of the xg-graph is
reduced to O(jqj  log jT j).
 The case where q includes !+ or  + axis : Let us assume that the depth
of the node that includes !+ or  + axis first from the document element
is l. From the assumption, the number of necessary nodes on G(P) is jT j2l ,
therefore the size of the xg-graph is reduced to jqj  jT j2l . In this case, since
!+ or  + axis does not occur in l = 0, that is, the document element, we
can reduce the size of an xg-graph to 12 or less.
Chapter 8
Experimental Results
In this chapter, we present two experimental results. The first experiment eval-
uates the “quality” of the output of the algorithm, and the second experiment
evaluates the execution time of the algorithm.
The algorithm is implemented in Ruby, and the experiments are performed on
an Apple Xserver with the following specifications.
 Mac OS X Server 10.6.8
 Xeon 2.26GHz CPU
 6GB Memory
 Ruby-1.9.3
In the following, we use the shorthand notations for child and descendant-or-
self axes, i.e., “#::” is omitted and “==” is used instead of “=#::”.
8.1 Quality of the Output of the Algorithm
For a Schema S and an incorrect query q written by a user, there are a number
of queries similar to q under S , and thus our algorithm need to output a result
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containing the “correct query” that the user requires. We evaluate the ratio at
which the results of the algorithm contain such correct queries.
The outline of this experiment is as follows. We first prepare a set of pairs
(qc; qi), where qc is a correct query (a query a user should write) and qi is an
incorrect query (a query a user actually writes). Then for each pair (qc; qi), we
execute the algorithm to obtain top-K queries syntactically close to qi and check
weather the top-K queries contain qc.
Let us give the details of the experiment. The experiment is achieved by the
following five steps.
1. The schema used in this experiment is auction.dtd of XMark [59], which is
a recursive schema. As for XPath queries, we use XPath queries of XPath-
Mark [24]. These queries have a natural interpretation over documents gen-
erated with XMark. Therefore, they simulate realistic query needs of a po-
tential user of the the auction site. Among the queries of XPathMark, we
choose seven queries that can be handled by the implementation of our al-
gorithm. They are treated as “correct queries” qc.
2. XPathMark also purveys a query in natural language and a condition for
each XPath query. For example, for the XPath query
//closed_auction//keyword,
the corresponding query and condition (enclosed in curly brackets) are as
follows.
Keywords in annotations of closed auctions
{descendant}
This condition means “only descendant axis is available”.
These are called “questions”. Table. 8.1 shows the above seven correct
queries and conditions.
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3. We request seven people to solve the 7 questions obtained in step 2. That
is, for each question they are asked to write an XPath query so that the
query coincides with what the question means. In this step they can see
auction.dtd at any time. We obtain 7  7 = 49 answers (i.e., queries written
by users) in total.
4. We check the above 49 queries by hand and find 20 incorrect ones as shown
in Table 8.1. Now we obtain 20 pairs (qc; qi) of correct queries and incorrect
queries such that qc and qi share the same question.
5. For each incorrect query qi of the 20 pairs (qc; qi) and each K = 1;    ; 10,
we execute the algorithm for qi under auction.dtd and check whether the
corresponding correct query qc is contained in the output of the algorithm.
We use the following simple cost function. This is determined in an ad-hoc
manner for no particular reason.
(l ! l0) = the normalized string edit distance [47]
between l and l0;
(ax ! ax0) =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
0 if ax = ax0;
2 otherwise;
( ! ax :: l) = 1;
(ax :: l ! ) = 2:
Fig. 8.1 illustrates the result. As shown in the figure, the algorithm fairly
succeeds in generating top-K queries containing correct queries.
However, the ratio does not reach 100% due to the three incorrect queries 5,
6, and 7 in Table 8.1. Since the cost of location step deletion is set to be larger
than that of location step insertion, incorrect queries containing redundant location
steps tend not to be contained in the result of the algorithm. More concretely, one
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Table 8.1: XPath queries (correct queries) and conditions
1. /site/closed auctions/closed auction/annotation/description/text/keyword
Keywords in annotations of closed auctions fchildg
2. //closed auction//keyword
Keywords in annotations of closed auctions fdescendantg
3. /site/closed auctions/closed auction//keyword
Keywords in annotations of closed auctions fchild and descendantg
4. /site/closed auctions/closed auction[annotation/description/text/keyword]/date
Closed auctions with an annotation containing a keyword ffilter with childg
5. /site/closed auctions/closed auction[descendant::keyword]/date
Closed auctions with an annotation containing a keyword ffilter with descendantg
6. /site/open auctions/open auction/bidder[following-sibling::bidder]
Bidders except the last one of each open auction ffollowing-siblingg
7. /site/open auctions/open auction/bidder[preceding-sibling::bidder]
Bidders except the first one of each open auction fpreceding-siblingg
of the incorrect query is the following,
/closed_auctions/closed_auction/annotation/description//keyword
and the corresponding correct query is as follows. The algorithm does not predict
it since it needs to delete two location steps /annotation and /description (and to
insert one location step /site).
/site/closed_auctions/closed_auction//keyword
In this experiment, we use a simple ad-hoc cost function and we might ob-
tain a more better result if we use a more sophisticated cost function. This is an
important future work.
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Figure 8.1: Ratios at which the outputs contain correct answers
8.2 Execution Time of the Algorithm
We next evaluate the execution time of the algorithm. In particular, since the
size of an xd-graph may become very large, pruning of xd-graph is important to
obtain top-K queries eciently. We evaluate the execution time of the algorithm,
as follows.
1. Pruning of xd-graph becomes more eective as the accepting node is near
to the start node. We partition the queries shown in Table 8.1 into two sets.
First set Q1contains queries 1–8 whose target element (accepting node) is
“keyword”, which is far from the start node (the distance between the start
node and the accepting node is 6 in the DTD graph of auction.dtd). Second
set Q2 contains queries 9–20 whose target element is “bidder”, which is near
from the start node (the distance between the start node and the accepting
node is 3).
2. For each set Q1 and Q2 and each K = 1;    ; 10, we execute the algorithm
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Figure 8.2: Execution time with/without pruning of the algorithm for queries
targeting “far” nodes
with the same cost function of the previous experiment and measure its
execution time.
Figure 8.2 plots the average execution times for Q1, and Fig. 8.3 for Q2,
with/without pruning. With pruning the average execution time for Q1 is about
0.51 to 0.81 seconds, while without pruning execution requires about twice the
time in the average. On the other hand, with pruning the average execution time
for Q2 is about 10 milliseconds, while without pruning the average execution time
is increased by a factor of 85 to 113.
Thus, with pruning the algorithm runs eciently and the pruning brings a
much reduction of the execution time of the algorithm especially for queries tar-
geting near nodes.
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Figure 8.3: Execution time with/without pruning of the algorithm for queries
targeting “near” nodes
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Table 8.2: Incorrect queries written by users
1. /closed auctions/closed auction/annotation/description/text/keyword
2. /site/closed auctions/closed auction/annotation/keyword
3. /closed auction/annotation/keyword
4. /closed auctions/closed auction/annotation/keyword
5. /closed auctions/closed auction/annotation/description//keyword
6. /site//closed auction/annotation/keyword
7. //closed auction/annotation/keyword
8. /closed auctions/closed auction//keyword
9. /open auction/following-sibling::bidder
10. /site/open auctions/open auction/following-sibling::bidder
11. /open auctions/open auction/bidder/following-sibling::bidder
12. /site/open auctions/open auction/following-sibling::bidder
13. /open auction/bidder/following-sibling::bidder
14. /open auction/preceding-sibling::bidder
15. /site/open auctions/open auction/preceding-sibling::bidder
16. /open auctions/open auction/bidder/preceding-sibling::bidder






This chapter discusses about the XPath query correction problem, mainly from a
point of view of computational complexity and eciency.
9.1 Edit Operation and Intractability
The complexity of the problem depends on the edit operations applied to XPath
queries; “core” and “core + extended”. The problem is tractable for the former
edit operations, while the problem becomes NP-hard for the latter edit operations
even if only simple XPath queries are allowed. The main dierence between the
former and the latter is whether location step exchange is allowed or not. Here,
let us consider the reason why allowing location step exchange considerably in-
creases the complexity of the problem. In Theorem 1, the NP-hardness of the
problem in the case where location step exchange is allowed is shown by reducing
the Hamilton path problem to the XPath query correction problem. The hardness
of the Hamilton path problem comes from the fact that for a given graphG, a node
ordering ofG that brings a Hamilton path is hard to find. The proof of the theorem
means that, by allowing location step exchange, the number of possible orderings
of location steps may increase exponentially, which implies that finding an opti-
mum valid query becomes considerably hard. Users that do not fully understand
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the structure of a schema tend to write invalid queries in which some of the loca-
tion steps are incorrectly interchanged. In this sense, location step exchange is a
useful edit operation. However, one location step exchange can be simulated by
a pair of a location step deletion and a location step insertion, although the latter
cost does not always coincide with the former cost. In addition, the algorithm pro-
posed in this dissertation presents top-K valid queries to users rather than a single
valid query. This suggests that restricting the available set of edit operations to
“core” is not too restrictive from a practical point of view.
9.2 Algorithm and Complexity
Let us next consider the time complexity of the algorithm, in terms of the ex-
pressive power of schema. As shown in Tables 9.1 and 9.2, the time complexity
of the algorithm under DTD is almost equivalent to the complexity under regular
tree grammar. According to [51], there are three major classes of schema lan-
guages; local tree grammar, single-type tree grammar, and regular tree grammar.
Regular tree grammar corresponds to RELAX NG [54], single-type tree grammar
corresponds to W3C XML Schema [79, 80], and local tree grammar corresponds
to DTD. It is shown that the expressive power of regular tree grammar is strictly
larger than that of single-type tree grammar, and the expressive power of single-
type tree grammar is strictly larger than that of local tree grammar. Although
there is a significant gap between regular tree grammar and DTD in terms of tree
grammar, the expressive power of schema hardly aects the time complexity of
the algorithm.
Let us consider the time complexity of the algorithm further. Assuming that
the set of available edit operations is restricted to “core”, the algorithm finds, for
a schema S , a (possibly invalid) XPath query q, and a positive integer K, top-
K queries syntactically close to q. Firstly, if XPath queries are restricted to be
simple, then the algorithm runs in time polynomial of the sizes of S and q. On the
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other hand, if XPath queries in XP are allowed, then the algorithm runs in time
polynomial of the sizes of S and q in the case where the nest level of predicates
of q is bounded by a constant, while the running time becomes exponential if the
nest level of predicates of q is unrestricted. To see why the nest level of predicates
aects the complexity of the algorithm, let us consider the following query
=ls1[exp1]=    =lsn[expn];
where lsi is a location step and expi is a predicate. Note that if the last label of lsi
is changed to another label, then corrections to predicate expi becomes completely
dierent. Therefore, corrections to a predicate expi are aected by the corrections
to the location step lsi that holds expi. This is the reason why the complexity of the
algorithm increases exponentially to the nest level of predicates. It is open whether
the problem is tractable or not in the case where arbitrary nest level of predicate
is allowed, and to investigate the (in)tractability is an interesting problem.
The results of the experimental evaluations show the eciency of the algo-
rithm. In Chapter 8, it is shown that the algorithm runs highly eciently, although
the evaluations are done under only XMark auction.dtd. However, auction.dtd
used in the evaluations is a relatively large DTD. Actually, auction.dtd is the sixth
largest DTD among the 27 real-world DTDs listed in [34]. Moreover, auction.dtd
contains cycles. These imply that the algorithm runs eciently for most of real-
world DTDs. However, more experiments should be done under schemas other
than auction.dtd, which is left as a future work.
9.3 Boundary of Tractability and Intractability
As shown in Tables 9.1 and 9.2, the dierence between “core” and “core + ex-
tended” is found to be the major boundary for the complexity of the XPath query
correction problem. In the former case, the problem is tractable for many cases,
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mnl(q)  constant general case
core
PTIME PTIME O(K  jqj  jej2+mnl(q)  log(jqj  jej))
(Theorem 4) (Theorem 6) (Theorem 6)
core + extended
NP-hard NP-hard
(Theorems 1 and 2) (Theorems 1 and 2)
while in the latter case the problem becomes intractable even for simple XPath
queries. More specifically, in the former case the problem can be solved e-
ciently if a query is simple or in XP with bounded nest level of predicates, but the
running time of the algorithm grows exponentially if the nest level is not bounded
by any constant. On the other hand, the complexity of the problem is shown to be
hardly aected by the expressive power of schema.
Finally, there are still some problems that need to be investigated. First, it is
open whether the problem is tractable in the case where a query is in XP and the
nest level of predicates is not bounded. Second, XP does not allow upward axes
such as parent and ancestor-or-self. Investigating the complexity of the problem
for broader XPath classes allowing such axes is also left as a future work.
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mnl(q)  constant general case
core
PTIME PTIME O(K  jqj  jPj2+mnl(q)  log(jqj  jPj))
(Theorem 7) (Theorem 8) (Theorem 8)
core + extended
NP-hard NP-hard
(Theorems 1 and 2) (Theorems 1 and 2)
Chapter 10
Conclusion
In this dissertation, we firstly proposed two classes of XPath queries and two
classes of edit operations to XPath queries. We considered the intractability of the
XPath query correction problem in terms of the classes of edit operations and the
classes of XPath query. Then we proposed an algorithm that finds, for a query q,
a schema S , and a positive integer K, top-K queries syntactically close to q under
S . Experimental results suggested that the algorithm outputs “correct” answers
eciently in many cases.
The results of this dissertation are summarized as follows. First, the extended
edit operations clearly influence the complexity of the query correction problem.
However, the core edit operations are still useful because the edit operations are
complete even without the extended edit operations. Next, the complexity of the
query correction problem remains the same under DTD and regular tree gram-
mar. Thus the expressive power of schema does not aect the complexity of this
problem. Finally, for the XPath query classes, the XPath queries in XP can be
corrected eciently in many cases if the core edit operations are allowed. How-
ever, whether this problem can be solve eciently or not in the case where any
nest level of predicate is allowed is open, and identifying the complexity is left as
a future work.
In addition, to apply this research in practical application areas, several ex-
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tensions to the algorithms are desired. First, to output useful candidate queries,
using not only schema but also some part of data is especially eective for cor-
recting and recommending predicates. For example, an incorrect numerical value
in a predicate can be corrected by referring data values in the places indicated
by the predicate. Next, cost settings of edit operations directly influence output
queries and user experience. Therefore, for optimizing costs of edit operations,
some learning mechanism based on user feedback are required to collect users’
errors and analyze the tendency of the errors.
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